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Chapter 1 : Art Nouveau Tarot or Primavera Tarot deck | The Unified Esoteric Tarot
Tarot Art Nouveau Mini [Lo Scarabeo] on racedaydvl.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. These cards are alive
with movement. The delicate curves, the sweeping lines, and the bright yet gentle colors all serve to draw the mind
around and into the pictures.

The catalogue of U. Games Systems says about this deck: The art is done in excellent drawings, with as
prevalent colours oranges, blues, purples and turquoises. A conoisseur of Art Nouveau would certainly deny
this because only the pip cards show some resemblance with just a very specific form of art nouveau: Tiffany
stained glass lamps. This is unimportant though. The drawings are all pieces of art of very high quality
therefore it a pity the deck is not an inch larger! The use of colour is sublime and artwise this is one of my
favourite decks. I realize though this is a matter of personal taste. A lot of the men have long, wavy hair.
Major Arcana All majors have a roman number on the top and the card title on the bottom. Justice is eight,
Strength is eleven. To mention a few: The Fool is chasing a butterfly, trying to catch it with his bare hands.
His motley costume swirls around him, bells clinging as he runs. His carefree face is radiant with joy and
innocence. The Magician is charming eight floating objects in the air before him. The symbols are those of the
four suits and symbolic animals for the four elements: The Priest is shown without the usual disciples or
monks; he stands alone in a chapel in deep prayer, face tilted up toward the heavens. A symbol of the holy
trinity in this case three interwoven rings appears several times. The whole image invokes the question: He has
reins but does not make use of them. The car is being pulled by two quarreling eagles. Strength is pictured as a
young woman sitting under oak trees, leaning comfortably against a lion that quietly sits behind her. His tail
gently curls up over her legs. The young lady contemplates an acorn in the palm of her hand. Death is the most
uncanny image of all - a cheerfully hip-swaying skeleton is cutting a field of flowers. Some threads of worn
clothes are still attached to the skeleton and blow gently in the wind
Chapter 2 : Tarot Art Nouveau
The Tarot Art Nouveau Mini is the miniature, travel size edition of the lovely Tarot Art racedaydvl.com 78 cards have
floral, ornate and romantic artwork by Antonella Castelli.

Chapter 3 : Mini Tarot - Lo Scarabeo s.r.l.
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Tarot Art Nouveau Mini at racedaydvl.com Read honest and
unbiased product reviews from our users.

Chapter 4 : tarot art nouveau | Tumblr
These cards are alive with movement. The delicate curves, the sweeping lines, and the bright yet gentle colors all serve
to draw the mind around and into the pictures.

Chapter 5 : tarot art nouveau | Tumblr
View the full details of each of our products., These cards are alive with movement. The delicate curves, the sweeping
lines, and the bright yet gentle colors all serve to draw the mind around and into the pictures.

Chapter 6 : Mini Tarot Art Nouveau - Antonella Castelli - E-SOTERIA
About the Author. Lo Scarabeo's Tarot decks have been acclaimed all over the world for originality and quality. With the
best Italian and international artists, each Lo Scarabeo deck is an exceptional artistic value.
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Chapter 7 : Art Nouveau Tarot Mini Deck | Wonderworks
This feature is not available right now. Please try again later.

Chapter 8 : TAROT CARDS ART Nouveau Gallery 78 cards + instruction Mini Taro TC31 - $ | PicClick CA
Art Nouveau Stylized figures and stained glass panels characterize the Art Nouveau Tarot deck, which is painted in the
tradition of this turn-of-the-century decorative art.

Chapter 9 : Tarot Art Nouveau Mini by Lo Scarabeo Staff (, Cards,Flash Cards, Mini Edition) | eBay
The Italian-published Tarot Art Nouveau is floral, ornate and lavishly decorated. It is a very uniform tarot with a very
romantic, dashing style - women all young and beautiful, men mostly bulging muscle.
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